GENERATOR INSTALL REQUIREMENTS 2021

ZONING APPROVAL FOR THE LOCATION OF THE GENERATOR IS REQUIRED FROM THE BOROUGH ZONING OFFICE THE PROPERTY IS LOCATED IN. YOU WILL NEED TO LOCATE THE GENERATOR ON A SURVEY SHOWING THE DISTANCE FROM THE PROPERTY LINE

CALL THE BOROUGH ZONING OFFICE FOR DETAILS:

RUMSON, 80 E RIVER ROAD 732-842-3022

LITTLE SILVER, 480 PROSPECT AVENUE 732-842-0261

FAIR HAVEN, 748 RIVER ROAD 732-747-0241

CONSTRUCTION OFFICE REQUIREMENTS:

https://www.nj.gov/dca/divisions/codes/resources/constructionpermitforms.html

Construction Permit Application (F-100) filled out and signed

Mechanical Inspection Technical Sheet (F-145). Gas line diagram, signed and sealed x2

Electrical Sub Code Technical Sheet (F-120). Electric line diagram and electric load calculation sheet, signed and sealed x2

The specification pamphlet on the unit being installed